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The International Festival for Street and Puppet 
Theater “Puppet Fair” continues to be one of the 
major and most significant public events in the pup-
pet theater life in Bulgaria . Not only in terms of the 
cultural programme of Sofia, but also concerning the 
whole Bulgarian festival network .

This is mainly because of the dimension and 
meaning of the festival, which usually presents more 
than 30 events – puppet and street shows, exposi-

tions, meetings, discussions, creative workshops and 
books, but also because of the international produc-
tion that it comprises, which does not restrict just to 
our neighbor countries . The Puppet Fair is a bien-
nale and as such it is a long expected and well pre-
pared event – on behalf of the State Puppet Theater 
in Sofia . This year the IX edition of the festival coin-
cided with an event, which is of great importance for 
the theater, namely its anniversary of 70 years . The 

дени от своите артисти и тради-
ционните грузински танци, изи-
грани от тях съвсем автентично . 
Онова, което ми липсва в режи-
сурата, е акцентът върху въпрос-
ната песен „Явнана“ . Пропуснати 
са цели откъси от пиесата, в кои-
то тя като лайтомотив можеше 
да бъде поставена в центъра на 
тази история, каквато е съдбата ̀и 
така или иначе . Музика от песен-
та липсваше докато майката пла-
чеше над празната детска люлка 
в първите години от отвличане-
то на Кето; липсваше и когато 
бащата странстваше, за да я на-
мери . Затова, когато накрая май-
ката я запява, тя не отключва в 
мен онзи заряд, който сама по 
себе си песента носи .

„Пластмасови герои“ на 
Ариел Дорон опитва да бъде 
интересен спектакъл, разказ-
ващ всекидневието на случва-
щото се в Израел . И може би 
донякъде успява да бъде заба-
вен въпреки драматургията, но 

анимирането на малки пласт-
масови войници и голям плю-
шен тигър съвсем не е достатъ-
чно за да постигнеш социален 
катарзис . Отвъд този гестус ня-
ма нищо . Има игра с играчки, 
които трудно се одухотворяват . 
Има и песни на Бони Тейлър, 
както и диско топка, която се 
върти докато конфети падат 
към земята . Толкова, а може би 
няма нужда от повече! Бялата 
лястовица и тук е спектакълът 
„Алегро ма нон тропо“ поз нат 
от Международния кукленоте-
атрален фестивал за възрастни 
„Пиеро“ в Стара Загора, където 
през 2015 г . взима голямата на-
града – GRAND PRIX за най-
добър спектакъл, а година по-
късно и наградата за най-добър 
спектакъл на официалното жу-
ри на фестивала „Двама са мал-
ко – трима са много“ в Пловдив . 
Сега барселонската трупа „Zero 
en conducta“ спечели софийска-
та публика със своето визуално 

шоу с кукли, предмети и физи-
чески театър, в което любовта е 
показана във всичките ѝ лица 
от артистите Хосе Антонио 
Пучадес и Хулиета Гаскон .

В рамките на фестивала се 
проведе и дискусия с Лиляна 
Бардиевска, която е с признат 
принос в популяризирането на 
българската култура в Полша . 
Лекцията на тема: „Спе ци фи-
ката на драматургията за деца . 
Полският опит“ всъщност от-
варя темата за това дали е по-
лесно да се пише за деца, откол-
кото за възрастни, или е тъкмо 
обратното . Лекцията бе илю-
стрирана с най-интересните 
при мери и явления от полската 
драматургия за деца . По време 
на фестивала се проведоха и 
няколко творчески работилни-
ци по идея на Галина Савова и 
с участието на актьори от СКТ . 
Това бяха „Брашнянка“, в която 
деца и възрастни можеха да из-
работват кукли и фигурки от 
брашно; „Цветове“ и „Пясъчни 
рисунки“, в които децата могат 
да опитат да рисуват с пясък, 
така както в спектакъла „Ама 
че крокодил!“ Онова, с което 
фестивалът ще се запомни са и 
връчваните от Кирякос Арги-
ропулос юбилейни плакети „70 
години Столичен куклен те-
атър“ на творците и служите-
лите, дълги години работилите 
в СКТ . Силен и много човешки 
жест, който доказва, че всичко 
има значение щом си оставил 
младост, думи и душа в сърце-
то на един Театър . Театър, кой-
то си превърнал в дом .

Препечатваме 
текста от сайта 
въпреки .com  
(с незначителни 
съкращения)
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anniversary suggests a particular solemnity and it 
also imposes in a way the feeling of a real holiday, 
although in fact the anniversary of the Fair is even-
tually going to happen after a period of two years . 
Though, now we can rely on a programme of seven 
days, including more than ten different shows every-
day, starting from early morning and continuing till 
late in the evening, spreading to numerous locations 
in the city .

The programme can be explored through various 
focuses – internal and external events; Bulgarian and 
international production; main and parallel to it 
programme . Regardless of the focus that we choose, 
the criterion for the most spectacular theater mani-
festation remains one of the most important, the 
extraordinary manifestation, which will also be wor-
thy of notice . And although the appraisal in art is 
never alien to subjectivity, it is exactly the appraisal, 
which hides the desire of the author to accept the 
work exactly in the way that he has seen it – there 
and then .

If I have to experience the festival once again, 
maybe from outside to inside, which is one of the 
possible and well known to the theater expert op-
tions, I should start with the street performances . 
The most distinguished among those was the French 
company “Cie Tac o Tac” and their show “Take off ” . 
Behind the comic names of Butane and Propane hid 
two very well prepared acrobats, whose ambitious 
aim was to reach the sky and discover the Universe, 
with the use of their flying machines . The machines 
– professional saltatorial stilts with mechanics, that 
were perfectly mastered by the acrobats, had united 
with their bodies in such a way that in effect they 
were one whole . The power of the performance was 
revealed in two things: the choreography of the 
dance that the two men performed – movements 
from the break dancing culture, full somersaults in 
the air, as well as many other acrobatic tricks; and on 
the other hand – the overall spontaneity of these ac-
tions . Although it was clear that all this was a well 
organized improvisation, the spectator remained 
with the feeling that the things happened here and 
now, that they were invented in front of his eyes, that 
he was guided through the central streets of Sofia 
and suddenly, all at once, at this precise moment, but 
somehow unexpectedly, the whole city traffic had 
stopped . The audience felt empathic for this attempt 
of flying and respectively for these two non-cosmo-
nauts, because they did everything easily, with irony 
towards themselves and with a lot of physical ten-
sion, which they exerted on their bodies . And in all 
this it was evident that they were really making an 
effort, that they did not use cunning and that they 
were having a lot of fun – in short the acrobats were 
sincere and the audience, as diverse as it may have 
been, would always appreciate this .

The other French artistes in the programme, part 
of the troupe “Мoz Drums”, presented the show 
“Led drummers” on the street . In this show an em-

phasis was put on the appearance – as for the per-
formers and so for their instruments . The so called 
magic consisted in the led lighting, which framed 
the drums of the musicians . Lighting, which could 
change at a certain interval of time and in this way 
created the feeling of a changing environment, basi-
cally due to the rhythm and the choreography of the 
actors . Besides the drums, the costumes also in-
cluded their neo symbol . In the zone of the chest was 
put a tablet, which emitted a predefined multimedia, 
corresponding to the basic musical motif and a 
changing in motion vision . The street solo perform-
ance of Cigo Man from Croatia was also invented in 
accordance with this musical conception . His per-
formance comprised joggling, slapstick and musical 
performances of 15 instruments, as well as a lot of 
improvisations . While walking in an urban area, the 
actor himself was carrying on his back all these in-
struments and produced music with great facility . In 
fact, he had a tambourine on his foot, a guitar in his 
hands, a harmonics in his mouth and a drum with 
cymbals on his back . It was absolutely impossible for 
him to pass unnoticed .

The Bulgarian participation in the street pro-
gramme would be almost unthinkable without the 
presence of Fire Theater Mime Company . They took 
part in the festival programme with two events . The 
first one was the interactive theater laboratory “Taste 
the carnival”, which in fact represented a workshop 
for carnival techniques, in which the team of Fire 
Theater aimed to introduce gradually to the partici-
pants the most popular techniques of the open-air 
street and attractions’ arts such as: walking on stilts, 
joggling with balls, clubs and rings; swinging of a 
poi, sticks, flags and many others . The second per-
formance “Feel the fire”, which was defined by the 
authors as an interactive fire happening, enjoyed al-
so a bigger success, because of the chance that the 
participants had to try on their own some of the 
devices, used at most by the fire actors . The oppor-
tunity to feel the power of the fire and to create a 
harmony by learning how to master it attracted par-
ticipants of all ages .

The programme was quite more diverse, when 
including the performances, which took place in-
doors . In the selection of Bulgaria we saw some fa-
miliar titles from the cultural repertoire of Sofia or 
such, which had already taken part in other festivals . 
Among these were the shows “Hansel and Gretel”, 
by the Brothers Grimm, of the Puppet Theater in 
Pazardjik and “The tinderbox”, by Hans Christian 
Andersen, of the Puppet Theater in Sliven . These 
two were the shows, which shared the award for 
second place, determined by the Dutch jury in the 
Puppet Theater Festival of Plovdiv “Three are too 
many – two not enough”, which was held in the be-
ginning of the month . The hosting theater, that is to 
say Sofia Puppet Theater participated with four 
shows, being one of them “Juan Darien – the tiger 
boy” – a premiere show, dedicated to the 70 years of 
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anniversary at the theater (a staging by Katya 
Petrova) . The other three shows were well known to 
the big audience and they had certainly been seen 
before the beginning of the festival . Those were: “A 
boy and the wind” – a staging by Petar Pashov, in 
which the little hero ignored the good guidance of 
the adults and demonstrating his bravery and tenac-
ity, faced the wind, so that at the end of the tale he 
was able to learn his life lessons . What I liked in this 
show was the decision of the stage designer for the 
wooden loom, which could convert into so many 
things; I also liked the puppets – flat, but expressive, 
and the one of the boy, who chased the wind, reveal-
ing a whole new poetic world . I also liked a lot the 
live music of Mario Boykov; as for the quartet of 
Ana-Maria Lalova, Vanya Kamyanska, Stefan 
Dimitrov and Stoyan Doychev – that was the thing 
that made the show vivid, modern, full of humor and 
children’s naivety at the same time . Envisaged be-
yond the festival, “A boy and the wind” is one of the 
successful titles of Sofia Puppet Theater .

“Smile!” is an original show of Maria Banova, an 
idea of Kiryakos Argiropulos and it was directed at 
the smallest spectators of the puppet theater – aged 
between 0 and 3 years old . “Smile!” was indeed a 
visual, sensual and to some extent discovery per-
formance, in which an environment was created by 
using the theatrical means of expression . And this 
environment provoked the children’s imagination, 
hearing, sight and movement abilities . The actors 
started playing with different colors, forms, objects, 
they were playing games around and that was how 
they attracted the babies and their mothers, sitting 
on the cushions . The show represented a successful 
sequel of the interactive project “Baby’s play”, which 
was dealing with models, basic for the development 
and the education of children, introducing them in a 
comic way and with a lot of music .

“The little match girl” by Hans Christian 
Andersen, following the dramatization and the di-
rection of Todor Valov, made us come back to all the 
values, which the brilliant work of the prominent 
Danish writer included in all its versions, well known 
in the whole world . Love, compassion, misery and 
faith, cold and loneliness just around the Christmas 
holidays – the most merciless death that the human-
ity could think about, and all this involved in the 
story of a little girl . The puppets were expressive, and 
some of them very imposing (like the one manipu-
lated by Kamen Asenov) . I remained rather skeptical 
about how functional they were in the narrow space 
of the stage in Sofia Puppet Theater . In fact, a theat-
rical setting was almost lacking, because of the lim-
ited space, but nevertheless, the constructive deci-
sion for the puppets introduced certain dynamics in 
their actions .

The show “What a crocodile!” of the Puppet 
Theater in Plovdiv made a strong impression . The 
text of “Grandpa Punch” (Pancho Panchev) narrated 
a kind of absurd story about the bird, the ball and 

their strange friendship . However, that was not the 
emphasis . The show attracted the spectators by the 
fact that it was built in front of them . The actors were 
drawing with quartz sand on glass and the depictions 
were visualized on a screen in real time . While two 
of the actresses were doing this, another three of 
them related the story and vocalized it when the plot 
required it . This interactive performance with sand 
drawings was the first of its kind in Bulgaria and 
because of that it enjoyed the good fortune to rely 
always on the curiosity of its spectators .

Among the rest of the Bulgarian shows in the 
programme were: “The clown and his children” of 
Theater “Atelier 313”, based on the script of Petar 
Pashov and Jeni Pashova, performance by Georgi 
Spasov, who manipulated several “petrushka” pup-
pets with a very skilful construction of the dialogue 
and the improvisation, which is so typical for him; 
“The white crow” by Karel Capek (direction 
Lyubomir Kolaksazov) and “I, Sisyphus” by Puppets’ 
Lab and Theater “Azaryan” (direction and playwrit-
ing– Veselka Kuncheva, stage design and puppets – 
Marieta Golomehova) . Although a lot was said and 
was written about the last one, I will also make a 
point here, just to note that in the Bulgarian puppet 
theater there was almost never seen such a successful 
festival show, pertaining to a very high and competi-
tive level, as well as an international recognition . A 
show, which developed the puppet theatrical vivaci-
ty, had its own existence and most importantly – it 
remained with an unaltered internal emotion and 
collective energy regardless of the time and the 
spaces that it had inhabited, and the period that was 
supposed to pass until its “second night” presenta-
tion . This revealed a professional attitude in several 
domains, which I have already mentioned on other 
occasions .

In my opinion, the international programme pre-
sented some of the most interesting titles of the fes-
tival this year . And the most favorite (not only to me) 
was the Italian “Circo Paniko” and their incredible 
performance “Gran Paniko al Bazar” . Under the 
simple tent of the circus, stretched above the city 
park “Vazrajdane”, the actors from “Paniko” man-
aged to achieve much more than just a fun show 
programme and they worked for it from the first till 
the last festival day . They totally changed the concept 
about circus, such as we are used to seeing it in 
Bulgaria: aging clowns, trying to be funny; a training 
of ponies, annoyed till feeling pain; entertainers – 
festive and shiny in their robes . In “Gran Paniko al 
Bazar” there was everything, but not the cliché for 
circus . Instead we had a small ensemble of young 
actors, which did not just inhabit the stage (and the 
space around it), but resembled a system of commu-
nicating vessels; they were an orchestra, in which 
every one of them was both a bandsman and a con-
ductor, wearing a bright new coat . The live music 
was only part of the powerful impact of the perform-
ance . The actors were also musicians and definitely 
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not simulating, but real . Under the tent, while some-
one was walking a tightrope, performing a dance in 
the air, a joggling, a balance or Chinese poles, in the 
course of the ongoing action somebody else was 
playing piano, double bass, guitar, Indian lute, trum-
pet, tuba, French horn, slide trombone and many 
other instruments, which created a different spirit – 
from jazz to salsa, from waltz to Indian music, from 
punk to Balkan rhythms . This ecstatic show engaged 
the spectator on several levels, both emotionally and 
physically and made him come back to it long after 
he had seen it for the first time .

Two other shows, that I would like to mention, 
are the Czech performance “About the lamb that 
fell from the sky” by the eminent Naivni Divadlo 
from Liberec and “Little Blue and Little Yellow” of 
the Slovenian Puppet Theater in Maribor . Inspired 
by a book of pictures by the German illustrator Fred 
Rodrian, the story about the little fluffy cloudy lamb, 
which fell from the sky became one of the most in-
teresting events of the festival, especially for our 
smallest spectators . The story, which was exception-
ally magical and the fact that it was played high on 
the stage, on just a one hand distance from the audi-
ence, was exactly what could make it even closer to 
the spectator . A little girl found the fallen “cloud” 
and tried to return it back up in the sky . After all the 
adventures that they experienced together, it man-
aged at last to go back to the sky and after the end of 
the show, the small spectators had the possibility to 
touch the wooden puppets, to play with the musical 
instruments, which vocalized the action and even to 
make a puppet on their own . A very tender and lyri-
cal, as it regards to children, show which did not 
come out with unnecessary infantilism .

Inspired by another book, one of Leo Lionni’s, 
who became famous for his book of illustrations 
from 1959, “Little Blue and Little Yellow” is a show, 
which presented the story of two friends – the Little 
Yellow and the Little Blue, who were going to school 
together, played together… until one day they em-
braced each other and became green . When they 
went back to their homes, nobody could recognize 
them . This made them upset and they began to cry, 
but the tears washed away their green appearance 
and gave them back the original colors . The acting of 
Miha Bezelyak and Anze Zevnik was refilled with a 
lot of humor . By learning the short text in Bulgarian, 
they also managed to communicate with the audi-
ence without using speech and to win it – everyone 
for his or her own cause . The field of action was a 
magnetic board, on which the actors were drawing 
with paints, trying to outplay each other and on 
which the Little Blue and the Little Yellow “played”, 
manipulated by the magnets of the actors .

In another category of shows, a group of per-
formances, which were not very notable or memora-
ble, concerning the puppet theatrical expressivity 
and the artistic innovation, were included the Serbian 
show “Pair of shoes”, the Georgian “Lullaby’s pow-

er”, the Israeli  “Plastic heroes”, the Polish “Moliere”, 
the American “Unfolding” and the Belgian “Two 
wands and three twigs” . The Children’s Theater of 
Subotica narrated the story of Tina and Nikola – a 
beautiful young couple, who wanted to spend their 
life together . In fact they were not just a young cou-
ple, but a pair of brand new shoes, exposed on the 
window display of a wedding shop . The two of them 
passed through many obstacles, before they came 
into the hands (or better said the feet) of their new 
owner . In the musical show of Todor Valov, the 
popular French chansons were heard, there was also 
an interesting video animation, which completed the 
action and put the final touches to the overall 
Parisian spirit . The idea about the shoes-puppets 
was also an interesting one and especially their 
tongue, which was being taken out and was able to 
convert into a mask, which could take the face of one 
of the two lovers . The show remained pretty unbal-
anced, concerning the actor’s play . The three actors 
played with tension on the stage and it was also felt 
in the hall . The overreacting of playing everything 
– a word, a gesture, an action led to an excessive 
theatricality, which spoiled the measured taste of the 
text and distorted the director’s frame, no matter 
how well constructed it was . The show, framed into 
separate but interconnected etudes-cadres, and the 
speedy passing between them in combination with 
the overexposure of almost each action, was what 
probably ruined the cine-film, rather than making it 
more comprehensible .

“Lullaby’s power” is a wonderful story, but unfor-
tunately narrated in a slapdash manner . The play of 
the Gerogian writer Iakob Gogebasvili related the 
story of a rich family and their little daughter Qeto, 
who was kidnapped and sold in another country . 
Her new parents were good people and she forgot 
quickly her homeland, her parents and her language . 
After a long search, the father of Qeto found her and 
brought her back to her mother . But she could not 
recognize her parents, she was crying and torment-
ing herself . She also made her mother suffer . The 
father, apparently dissatisfied, required an ultima-
tum from his wife to find a way, in which the daugh-
ter would remember of them . Otherwise he was go-
ing to take her to her new parents, where she was 
feeling happy . Then the mother started singing an 
old Georgian song, a song which she had sang to the 
little Qeto as a child, a lullaby, which would make 
her sleep . The memories of the little girl began to 
come back one by one, and with them also the joy in 
the family . The show had two important merits, be-
sides the text of Gogebashvili . These were the pup-
pets, which were manipulated very well by the actors 
and the traditional Georgian dances, which they 
performed in a totally authentic manner . The part, 
which I lacked in the direction, was the emphasis on 
the crucial song “Iavnana” . Many fragments from the 
play were omitted, in which the song as a leitmotif 
could have been put in the center of this story, which 

„Малкото Синьо и 
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destiny nevertheless it had to follow . The music from 
the song was lacking, while the mother was crying 
over the empty cradle during the first years after the 
abduction of Qeto; it was also lacking when the fa-
ther was wandering, in order to find her . That was 
why, when the mother started to sing this lullaby, at 
last, it did not unlock inside of me that message, 
which the song for all that contained in it .

“Plastic heroes” of Ariel Doron attempted to be 
an interesting show, narrating the everyday life of 
the happening in Israel . And maybe it managed to 
be funny despite the playwriting, but the animating 
of small plastic soldiers and a big plushy tiger was 
absolutely not enough for achieving a social cathar-
sis . Beyond that gestus there was nothing . There was 
the play with the toys, which were hardly spiritual-
ized . There were also the songs of Bonnie Tyler as 
well as a disco ball, which was turning around, while 
confetti were falling towards the floor . So much, but 
maybe there was no need for more! The symbol of 
hope here was also the show “Alegro ma non trop-
po”, familiar from the International Puppet Theater 
Festival for Adults “Pierrot” in Stara Zagora, where 
in 2015 it won the first place award – GRAND PRIX 
for best show and just a year later also the award for 
best show of the official jury in the festival “Three 
are too many – two not enough” in Plovdiv . Now, the 
troupe of Barcelona „Zero en conducta” won the 
audience of Sofia thanks to their visual show with 
puppets, objects and physical theater, in which love 
was shown in all its aspects by the actors Jose 
Antonio Puchades and Julieta Gascon .

And because the suit of good-quality is known not 
only by its material, but also by its cut, we should say 
that in the festival this was the so called parallel pro-
gramme . The IX edition of the festival presented two 
emblematic premiere books, two extraordinary for 
the history of theater works, which also honored the 
anniversary of the theater . The first one of them is the 

chronicle “The State Puppet Theater in 70 years” with 
authors and compilers Nikola Vandov, Ivan Raykov, 
Kiryakos Argiropulos and Marina Kungelova, which 
represents a peculiar continuation of the editions, 
which were published years ago and were dedicated to 
the theater’s anniversary of 60 and 65 years . Here the 
chronicle book is completed by a list of the new plays, 
by the names of the actors, who have played in the 
anniversary season, by the articles about the history of 
Sofia Puppet Theater by Desislava Dimitrova (for the 
period 1946-1975) and Mihail Baykov (for the period 
2006-2016) and by the short essay of Yana Borisova 
about the Puppet Fair Festival .

The second book “Artists and puppets of the 
State Puppet Theater – for 70 years” represents an 
album, whose author is Prof . Slavcho Malenov . In it 
he has collected all the artists, who have been work-
ing on the stage of Sofia Puppet Theater . The book is 
illustrated splendidly with photos from perform-
ances, stages designs and puppets, which have been 
used in the plays at the theater halls for years . This 
work is of great importance, because only a few 
theaters in Bulgaria and in the world, can boast of 
similar labor . The current edition has been preceded 
by an exposition at the National Palace of Culture, 
which put on display also the main characters of the 
album – namely the puppets, who went the whole 
world round (without Australia) with the plays of 
the theater . This is how the spectator had the possi-
bility to touch symbolic puppets like those from 
“Rabbits’ school” or the famous puppets Hopcho 
and Tropcho, leaning on each other . A discussion 
with Lilyana Bardievska also took place at the festi-
val . Mrs . Bardievska is an expert who has achieved a 
significant and recognized contribution in the pro-
motion of the Bulgarian culture in Poland . The lec-
ture, dedicated to the topic: “The specifics of play-
writing for children . The Polish experience” actually 
put forward the question of whether it would be 
easier to write for children than for adults, or just the 
opposite . The lecture was illustrated by the most in-
teresting examples and phenomenona from the 
Polish playwriting for children .

Several creative workshops also took place at the 
festival, thanks to an idea of Galina Savova and with 
the participation of actors from Sofia Puppet Theater . 
These were “Flourina”, in which the children and the 
adults could elaborate puppets and figures from 
flour; “Colors” and “Sand drawings”, in which the 
children could try to draw with sand, exactly as in 
the show “What a crocodile!” . What else will make 
the festival remembered are definitely the anniver-
sary plaques “Sofia Puppet Theater for 70 years”, 
delivered by Mr . Argiropulos to the authors, the em-
ployees and all the rest who have been working for 
long time in Sofia Puppet Theater . A powerful and 
very humane gesture, which proves that everything 
matters, if you have left your youth, your speech and 
your soul in the heart of a theater . A theater which 
has respectively become your home .

We reprint the text 
from the website 
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